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Abstract
A connected digraph is said to be superconnected if it is maximally connected and every minimum disconnecting set F consists
of the vertices adjacent to or from a given vertex not belonging to F. Let  be the minimum degree of the digraph and  be a
positive integer such that /2 when 7, or ( − 2)/2 for 5. We prove that G is maximally connected or has
a good superconnectivity if the diameter D2 − 2 and 02, where  is a generalization of the semigirth 0 introduced
by Fàbrega and Fiol (J. Graph Theory 13(6) (1989) 657). We also show that G is maximally connected if ( − 1)/2 and
36. In the edge case, it is enough that D2 − 1. Finally, the obtained results are applied to the iterated line digraphs.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, we only consider ﬁnite and simple digraphs (without loops or multiple edges). Let G stand for a
digraph with set of vertices V = V (G) and set of (directed) edges E = E(G). The converse digraph ←G of a digraph G is
deﬁned by reverting the direction of the edges of G. For any pair of vertices u, v ∈ V , a path from u to v (constituted by
not necessarily different vertices) is called a u → v path. The distance from u to v is denoted by d(u, v) = dG(u, v), and
D=D(G)=max{d(u, v): u, v ∈ V } stands for the diameter of G. When there exists an u→ v path for any pair u, v ∈ V , the
digraph G is said to be strongly connected. A subset of vertices F whose deletion results in a digraphG− F that is not strongly
connected, will be referred to as a (vertex-) disconnecting set, or simply a cutset. If G is not a complete digraph, the strong
(vertex-) connectivity ofG, =(G), is the minimum cardinality of a disconnecting set.Analogously, an edge-disconnecting set
is a subset A ⊂ E whose deletion from G results in a nonstrongly connected digraph G− A, and the strong edge-connectivity,
= (G), is the minimum number of edges of an edge-disconnecting set. A well-known result relating the strong connectivities
to the minimum degree = (G) states that ; see Geller and Harary [9]. When =  (respectively = ), the digraph
is said to be maximally connected (respectively, maximally edge-connected). In this paper, the terms connected, disconnected,
connectivity, edge-connectivity, etc., refer to the strong connectivity.
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For every x ∈ V , N+(x) and N−(x), denote the set of out-neighbours and in-neighbours of the vertex x, their cardinalities
being +(x) and −(x), respectively. Analogously, +(x) and −(x) are the sets of edges incident from and to vertex x,
respectively. A subset F ⊂ V is called trivial if either N+(x) or N−(x) is contained in F for some vertex x ∈ V \F . A subset
A ⊂ E is called trivial if it contains either +(x) or −(x) for some x ∈ V . A subset of vertices or edges that is not trivial is
said to be nontrivial.
Amaximally connected (resp., edge-connected) digraphwithminimumdegree is superconnected (resp., edge-superconnected)
if all its minimum cutsets (resp., edge-disconnecting sets) with cardinality equal to  are trivial, see Boesch and Tindell [5] and
Fàbrega and Fiol [6]. The study of edge-superconnected digraphs has a particular signiﬁcance in the design of reliable networks
[4], because attaining edge-superconnectivity implies minimizing the number of minimum edge-disconnecting sets [14].
There exist some superconnected digraphs in which every (vertex) disconnecting set is trivial, that is to say, without nontrivial
disconnecting sets (see [11]). In a certain sense, such digraphs can be regarded as optimally superconnected, since they cannot
possibly be disconnected unless one vertex is isolated. For this reason, we only consider digraphs containing both nontrivial
vertex- and edge-disconnecting sets, for which the following parameters were deﬁned in [7] (see also [2]):
1 = 1(G)=min{|F |: F ⊂ V is a nontrivial disconnecting set},
1 = 1(G)=min{|A|: A ⊂ E is a nontrivial edge-disconnecting set}.
Notice that, if 1 (resp., 1), then 1 =  (resp., 1 = ).
The condition 1>  (resp., 1> ) means that all the minimum disconnecting sets with cardinality equal to  must be
trivial, i.e., the digraph G is superconnected (resp., edge-superconnected). Hence, 1 (resp., 1) can be seen as a measure of the
superconnectivity (resp., edge-superconnectivity) of G.
In the line digraph LG of a digraph G, each vertex represents an edge of G, that is, V (LG) = {uv: (u, v) ∈ E(G)}; and a
vertex uv is adjacent to a vertex wz if and only if v = w (i.e., when the edge (u, v) is adjacent to the edge (w, z) in G). Setting
L0G=G, for any integer k1 the k-iterated line digraph, LkG, is deﬁned recursively by LkG=LLk−1G. Certainly, the order
of LG equals the size of G and their respective maximum and minimum degrees coincide. In addition, as the vertices of LG
represent the edges of G, it is easy to see that (LG) = (G) and therefore, (G)(G) = (LG)(LG). Hence, line
digraph iterations tend to increase both connectivities. It is also well known [1] that if G is connected and different from a cycle,
then LG is connected, the relationship between their diameters being:
D(LG)=D(G)+ 1. (1)
For more details about line digraphs, see, for instance, [8,12].
In order to study the connectivity of digraphs, a parameter related to the number of shortest paths was introduced in [6], which
has recently received the name of -semigirth see The Handbook of Graph Theory [10]):
Deﬁnition 1.1. Let G be a (di)graph with diameter D and minimum degree , and let 0 be an integer. The -semigirth
 = (G), 1D, is deﬁned as the greatest integer so that, for any two vertices u, v,
(a) if d(u, v)< , the shortest u→ v path is unique and there are at most  paths u→ v of length d(u, v)+ 1,
(b) if d(u, v)= , there is only one shortest u→ v path.
The 0-semigirth 0= is simply called semigirth. Observe that ifG is a graph with girth g, then the semigirth =(g−1)/2.
By the way of example consider a graph consisting of a cycle of length six, u0u1u2u3u4u5u0 together with the edge u5u1. This
graph has = 1 and  = 2 for any 1. In general, +1. An important property of the -semigirth is its behaviour with
respect to the line digraph technique. If G is a digraph with minimum degree 2 and LG is its line digraph, then it is proved
in [6] that for any integer  such that 0− 2:
(LG)= (G)+ 1. (2)
It is not difﬁcult to see that the -semigirth  of a digraphG and of its converse
←
G are equal.Additionally, in terms of , different
sufﬁcient conditions on the diameter have been studied in order to give a lower bound for connectivity or superconnectivity
parameters. Some of them are summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.1. Let G be a digraph with minimum degree , diameter D and the -semigirth . Then, for any integer  such
that 0− 2:
[6] −  if D2 − 1,
−  if D2.
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[13] For 2 and 1 (3):
− + 1 if D2 − 2,
− + 1 if D2 − 1.
[7] For = 0:
12− 2 if D2− 2,
12− 2 if D2− 1.
[13] For 4, 2 and = 1:
12− 2 if D21 − 3,
12− 2 if D21 − 2.
This work, which can be seen as a natural continuation of that carried out in [13], puts forward similar results to the previous
ones, that have been obtained by using the -semigirth . To be more precise, we have proved that:
• For either 7 and 1/2, or 6 and 1(− 1)/2:
=  if D2 − 2 and 2,
=  if D2 − 1.
• For 5 and 1(− 2)/2:
12(− ) if D2 − 2 and 2,
12(− ) if D2 − 1.
Observe that =  or =  can be assured through the ﬁrst two points of Proposition 1.1, whenever = 0 (ﬁrst point) or = 1
(second point), provided that the corresponding condition on the diameter holds. In this sense, the above new results improve
those of that proposition, since they hold also for 2 (if 5). The same kind of improvement can be noticed for 2,
6 (with respect to the third and fourth points of Proposition 1.1), when assuring a digraph to be superconnected (1> ) or
edge-superconnected (1> ). Observe also that if 5 and = 1, the new sufﬁcient conditions on the diameter guaranteeing
either 12− 2 or 12− 2 are less restrictive than those in Proposition 1.1.
2. Moving away from a subset of vertices
Given a digraph G= (V ,E) with minimum degree  and -semigirth , a proper subset F ⊂ V and a vertex x ∈ V \F , we
begin by showing several results in G relating  to the distance d(x, F )=min{d(x, f ): f ∈ F }. To do that, let us consider for
any positive integer , the following set:
F+ (x)= {f ∈ F : d(x, f )}.
Notice that, if d(x, F )> , then F+ (x)= ∅.
As it was showed in [13] (see also [6]), the -semigirth  is a suitable index for measuring how far away one can move from
any vertex-set F with cardinality not too large. Having in mind this fact, we have proved the following theorem which is the
main result of this section.
Theorem 2.1. Let G = (V ,E) be a digraph with minimum degree 3 and -semigirths 2 and , 1/2. Let
F ⊂ V , and let x ∈ V \F be a vertex. Then the following statements hold:
(a) Assume either 7, or 6 and ( − 1)/2. If |F | − 1, then there exists an x → x′ path in G − F such that
d(x′, F ) − 1 and |F+
−1(x′)|1.
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Fig. 1. In this picture: d(x, F )= d, +(x)= s + q, |F+
d
(x)| = r and |+(x)| = s. Paths of length d − 1 are depicted with a double arrow.
(b) Assume (− 2)/2. If F is a nontrivial set with 5 |F |2(− )− 1, then there exists an x → x′path in G− F
such that d(x′, F ) − 1 and |F+
−1(x′)|2.
This statement will be a direct consequence of several lemmas that we show next. Before that, let us introduce some further
notation. If d(x, F )= d , the following subsets partitioning N+(x) are considered (see Fig. 1):
+(x)= +
d
(x, F )= {y ∈ N+(x): x, y → f is a shortest path with f ∈ F+
d
(x)},
+(x)= +
d
(x, F )= {y ∈ N+(x): d(y, F )d} =N+(x)\+(x).
Moreover, for any positive integer , let 	(x, F ) denote the set of paths from x to F whose length is exactly .
We start by showing a lemma containing some basic properties involving 	(x, F ), +(x) and +(x), that will be useful
throughout the rest of this work.
Lemma 2.1. Let G = (V ,E) be a digraph with minimum degree  and -semigirth . Let H ⊂ V and x ∈ V \H such that
d(x,H)= d. Then,
(a) |	d(x,H)| = |H+d (x)| |H |,
(b) |+(x)| |H+
d
(x)| and |+(x)|− |H+
d
(x)|. Moreover, if d − 1, then:
(c) |	d+1(x,H+d (x))||H+d (x)|.
(d) ∑y∈+(x)|H+d (y)| |	d+1(x,H)| |H | + (− 1)|H+d (x)|.
Proof. In order to prove (a), observe that clearly |	d(x,H)| |H+d (x)|. So, assume that |	d(x,H)|> |H+d (x)|. This means
that there exists some vertex h ∈ H+
d
(x) for which at least two x → h paths of length d can be found, contradicting the deﬁnition
of , since the shortest x → h path is unique. Point (b) is a consequence of point (a), because |+(x)| |	d(x,H)|= |H+d (x)|.
Then, |+(x)| = |N+(x)| − |+(x)|− |H+
d
(x)|. To see point (c), notice ﬁrst that |	d+1(x,H+d (x))| = 0 if = 0, because
of the deﬁnition of 0. So, assume that 1 and that |	d+1(x,H+d (x))|> |H+d (x)|. In this case, there exists necessarily some
vertex h ∈ H+
d
(x) for which more than  paths, x → h, of length d + 1 can be found, contradicting the deﬁnition of ,since
d(x, h) = d − 1. Finally, point (d) follows directly from the fact that, for every y ∈ +(x), there exist exactly |H+
d
(y)|
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distinct paths of length d+1 from the vertex x to the setH passing through y. So, we obtain∑y∈+(x)|H+d (y)| |	d+1(x,H)|.
Furthermore, as d(x,H+
d
(x))= d and d(x,H\H+
d
(x))d + 1, by above cases (a) and (c), we can write:
|	d+1(x,H)| = |	d+1(x,H+d (x))| + |	d+1(x,H\H+d (x))|
|H+
d
(x)| + |H\H+
d
(x)| = |H | + (− 1)|H+
d
(x)|
and the proof of point (d) is ﬁnished. 
Our next aim is to demonstrate that given a set F ⊂ V , and a vertex x ∈ V \F such that d(x, F )= 1, there exists an x → u
path in G− F such that d(u, F )2, under certain constraints on |F | and .
Lemma 2.2. LetG= (V ,E) be a digraph with minimum degree  and -semigirths 2 and . Let F ⊂ V and let x ∈ V \F
be such that d(x, F )= 1. Then there exists in G− F an x → u path such that d(u, F )2 if one of the following conditions is
valid:
(i) |F |− 1; and (ii) 3, 1(− 2)/2, F nontrivial, and  |F |2− 3.
Proof. Suppose |F+1 (x)|= r1. Notice that F+1 (x)=+(x), and +(x) = ∅ since |F |−1 (item (i)), or F is nontrivial (item
(ii)). This implies +(x)= r + |+(x)|r + 1. Notice also that if we prove the existence of some vertex y ∈ +(x) for which
d(y, F )1 and |F+1 (y)|<r we have ﬁnished by applying iteratively this result. Therefore, suppose that for every y ∈ +(x),
d(y, F ) = 1 and |F+1 (y)|r . As d(y, F+1 (x))2 for every y ∈ +(x) because 2, then F+1 (y) ⊂ F\F+1 (x), whence
F+1 (x) = F , that is, 1r |F | − 1. As d(x, F\F+1 (x))2, then by point (a) of Lemma 2.1, |	2(x, F\F+1 (x))| |F | − r .
Therefore
(+(x)− r)r
∑
y∈+(x)
|F+1 (y)| =
∑
y∈+(x)
|	1(y, F\F+1 (x))|
 |	2(x, F\F+1 (x))| |F | − r, (3)
that is, (+(x)− r)r |F |− r , which is clearly false if |F |−1 and item (i) is proved. So, suppose 3, 1(−2)/2
and  |F |2 − 3. Now, expression (3) gives (+(x) − r)r2+(x) − 3 − r (since +(x)), which is equivalent to
+(x)(r − 2)r2 − r − 3= (r + 1)(r − 2)− 1, a contradictory expression if r2, because +(x)r + 1. Consequently, we
continue the proof assuming r= 1 and F+1 (x)={f }. When d(x, F −f )= 2− 1, then, by point (d) of Lemma 2.1, we have|	3(x, F − f )| |F − f | + ( − 1)|F − f | = (|F | − 1). When d(x, F − f )3, then by point (a) of that lemma, we have
|	3(x, F − f )| |F − f |. Therefore in any case we have |	3(x, F − f )|(|F | − 1) since1. Moreover, as d(y, f )2 for
every y ∈ +(x), then |	2(y, f )|1, and thus:
(|F | − 1) |	3(x, F − f )|
∑
y∈+(x)
|	2(y, F − f )|

∑
y∈+(x)
(|	2(y, F )| − 1). (4)
Assuming that for every z ∈ +(y), d(z, F ) = 1 and |F+1 (z)|1 (otherwise we are done), point (d) of Lemma 2.1 allows us
to claim that |	2(y, F )|
∑
z∈+(y) |F+1 (z)| |+(y)|− |F+1 (y)|. Therefore, from both expressions (3) and (4) and taking
into account that |+(x)|− 1, it follows:
(|F | − 1)(− 1)2 −
∑
y∈+(x)
|F+1 (y)|(− 1)2 − |F | + 1,
or, equivalently: (+1)(2−3)(+1)|F |(−1)2+1+, where the ﬁrst inequality comes from the hypothesis |F |2−3.
That is, 2(+ 1)(− 2)(− 1)2, which is impossible because 2+ 2.
Therefore, we conclude that there exists an x → u path for which d(u, F )2. 
At this point, and before showing a similar statement to the previous one when d(x, F ) = d2, we put forward a technical
lemma.
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Lemma 2.3. Let G = (V ,E) be a digraph with minimum degree  and the -semigirth , 0 − 2. Let F ⊂ V and
x ∈ V \F be such that: |F |2 − 2 − 1, d(x, F ) = d − 1 and 2 |F+
d
(x)| = r . Assume that, for every y ∈ +(x),
d(y, F )= d and |F+
d
(y)|r . Then, there exists a vertex t∗ ∈ +(x) with |F+
d−1(t∗)| = 1 such that:
(a) |	d(t∗, F )| = 0, if 2r− .
(b) |	d(t∗, F )|− − 2, if r− + 1, and 2+ 2.
Proof. (a) By Lemma 2.1(b), |+(x)| = +(x)− |+(x)|− r . Suppose that |+(x)|− r + 1. Then, by Lemma 2.1(d),
r(− r + 1)
∑
y∈+(x)
|F+
d
(y)| |	d+1(x, F )| |F | + (− 1)r, (5)
or, equivalently,Q(r)=r2−(−+2)r+|F |0 for all r, 2r−. Since themaximumofQ(r) occurs at the endpoints of the
interval [2, −], andQ(2)=Q(−)=|F |−2(−)−1, we get a contradiction.As a consequence, |+(x)|=|F+
d
(x)|=r ,
and thus every t ∈ +(x) satisﬁes |F+
d−1(t)| = 1.
Let us see now that there exists a vertex t∗ ∈ +(x) with |	d(t∗, F )| = 0.
Otherwise, if we suppose that |	d(t, F )|1 for every t ∈ +(x), then, by considering x → F paths of length d + 1, and
according to point (d) of Lemma 2.1, we will get
r(− r)+ r
∑
y∈+(x)
|F+
d
(y)| +
∑
t∈+(x)
|	d(t, F )| |	d+1(x, F )|
 |F | + (− 1)r,
a contradictory inequality (see expression (5)).
(b) Assume that |+(x)|+ 1. Then, again by Lemma 2.1(d),
r(+ 1)
∑
y∈+(x)
|F+
d
(y)| |	d+1(x, F )| |F | + (− 1)r,
or equivalently, 2r |F |, contradicting the hypothesis 2r2(− + 1)> |F | + 1. Hence |+(x)|, and |+(x)| = +(x)−
|+(x)|− . Let us consider the set T = {t ∈ +(x): |F+
d−1(t)| = 1}. As the shortest path of length d from x to any vertex
in F+
d
(x) is unique, we can write:
2|+(x)| − |T | = |T | + 2|+(x)\T |
∑
t∈+(x)
|F+
d−1(t)| |F+d (x)| = r,
because |F+
d−1(t)|2 for every t ∈ +(x)\T . Thus, |T |2|+(x)| − r2(− )− r1, since r |F |2(− )− 1. Let us
see that there exists a vertex t∗ ∈ T with |	d(t∗, F )|− − 2. Otherwise, by Lemma 2.1(d), we will get
r|+(x)| + (− − 1)|T |
∑
y∈+(x)
|F+
d
(y)| +
∑
t∈T
|	d(t, F )|
 |	d+1(x, F )| |F | + (− 1)r.
Since |T |2|+(x)| − r2− 2|+(x)| − r , we obtain
(r − 2(− − 1))|+(x)| + (− − 1)(2− r) |F | + (− 1)r. (6)
Suppose ﬁrst that r − 2(− − 1)0. From (6) and taking into account that |+(x)|, it follows that
(2+ 1− )r + (− − 1)(2− 2) |F | + (− 1)r.
The above inequality yields to
(− − 1)(2− 2) |F | + r(− − 2) |F | + 2(− − 1)(− − 2),
which gives 4(− − 1) |F |, clearly a contradiction, because |F |2− 2− 1 and − 2.
Assume now r = 2(− )− 1 (that is r = |F | = 2(− )− 1). From (6) and taking into account that |+(x)|0, it follows
that, (2+ 1)(− − 1)|F | = (2− 2− 1), that is 2+ 1, against the hypothesis 2+ 2. 
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Our next aim is to demonstrate that given a set F ⊂ V , and a vertex x ∈ V \F such that d(x, F ) = d2, there exists an
x → u path in G− F such that d(u, F )d and |F+
d
(u)|< |F+
d
(x)|, under certain constraints on |F |, d, and |F+
d
(x)|.
Lemma 2.4. Let G= (V ,E) be a digraph with minimum degree 3 and the -semigirth , 0/2. Let F ⊂ V and
let x ∈ V \F be a vertex for which 2d(x, F )= d − 1 and |F+
d
(x)| = r2. Assume that one of the following conditions
is valid:
(i) |F |− 1; (ii) r3, 2+ 2 and  |F |2(− )− 1.
Then, there exists an x → u path in G− F such that d(u, F )d and |F+
d
(u)|<r .
Proof. Suppose d(y, F ) = d and |F+
d
(y)|r for every y ∈ +(x) (otherwise, we are done). Notice that if condition (i) is
satisﬁed, then |F | − 12( − ) − 1, since 1/2. Moreover /2 − 2, because 3. Hence, we can apply
Lemma 2.3, according to which we have two cases:
Case I: r−. By the ﬁrst point of Lemma 2.3, we derive that there exists a vertex t∗ ∈ +(x) with F+
d−1(t∗)={ft∗ } such
that |	d(t∗, F )| = 0. Consequently, |+(t∗)| − 1, and d(t∗, F − ft∗)d + 1, which implies that d(w, F )d, for every
w ∈ +(t∗). Assuming d(w, F )= d and|F+
d
(w)|r for every w ∈ +(t∗), and by means of point (a) of Lemma 2.1:
(r − 1)(− 1)
∑
w∈+(t∗)
(|F+
d
(w)| − 1) |	d+1(t∗, F − ft∗)| |F | − 1
arriving at a contradiction if r3 and  |F |2(− )− 1, or r2 and |F |− 1.
Case II: r −  + 1. This means, according to Lemma 2.3, that there exists a vertex t∗ ∈ +(x) with F+
d−1(t∗) = {ft∗ }
such that |	d(t∗, F )| −  − 2. Consequently, we have that the set W(t∗) = {w ∈ +(t∗): d(w, F )d} has cardinality
|W(t∗)|− 1− |	d(t∗, F )|+ 1. Assuming d(w, F )= d and |F+d (w)|r for every w ∈ W(t∗), and by means of point(d) of Lemma 2.1:
(r − 1)(+ 1)
∑
w∈W(t∗)
(|F+
d
(w)| − 1) |	d+1(t∗, F − ft∗)|
 |F − ft∗ | + (− 1)|F+d (t∗)− ft∗ |
 |F | − 1+ (− 1)(− − 2)
the last inequality due to |F+
d
(t∗)− ft∗ | |	d(t∗, F )|− − 2. Since r− + 1 and |F |2(− )− 1, then the above
inequality gives (− )(+ 1)(− )(+ 1)− 2, a contradiction.
Therefore, we conclude that there exists a vertex u ∈ +(x)⋃t∈T +(t) for which d(u, F )d and |F+d (u)|<r . 
The next lemma shows that the -semigirth  is a suitable index formeasuring how far away one canmove from any vertex-set
F with cardinality not too large.
Lemma 2.5. Let G = (V ,E) be a digraph with minimum degree 3 and the -semigirths 2 and , 1/2. Let
F ⊂ V and let x ∈ V \F be a vertex for which 2d(x, F ) = d − 2 and |F+
d
(x)| = r . Assume that one of the following
conditions is valid:
(i) r = 1, |F |− 1, and either 7, or 6 and (− 1)/2,
(ii) r ∈ {1, 2}, (− 2)/2, and 5 |F |2(− )− 1.
Then, there exists an x → u path in G− F such that d(u, F )d + 1.
Proof. The reasoning is by contradiction. So, for every x → v path in G − F let us assume that either d(v, F )d − 2,
or d(v, F )= d and |F+
d
(v)| |F+
d
(x)| = r . Thus d(y, F )= d for every y ∈ +(x). Suppose that F+
d
(x)= F , that is, |F | = r ,
which is only possible in case (i), because in (ii), |F |2 + 24 and r2. Then, |F | = r = 1, and by Lemma 2.1(d) we
have:  − 1∑y∈+(x)|F+d (y)| |	d+1(x, F )|, contradicting that /2 − 2 (3). Consequently, we continue
the proof assuming F\F+
d
(x) = ∅. By either point (d) of Lemma 2.1 (when d(x, F\F+
d
(x))= d + 1 − 1), or point (a) of
that lemma (when d(x, F\F+
d
(x))d + 2), we have |	d+2(x, F\F+d (x))| |F\F+d (x)| + (− 1)|F\F+d (x)| = (|F | − r),
because 1. Hence
∑
y∈+(x)
|	d+1(y, F\F+d (x))| |	d+2(x, F\F+d (x))|(|F | − r). (7)
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By Lemma 2.1 we obtain
∑
y∈+(x)
|	d+1(y, F )|
∑
y∈+(x)
∑
z∈+(y)
|F+
d
(z)|r
∑
y∈+(x)
|+(y)|
r
∑
y∈+(x)
(− |F+
d
(y)|)
r|+(x)| − r(|F | + (− 1)r). (8)
The setW={y ∈ +(x): F+
d
(y)∩F+
d
(x) = ∅} satisﬁes 0 |W | |	d+1(x, F+d (x))|r , see Lemma 2.1(c). Moreover, if y ∈
W , then |	d+1(y, F+d (x))|r , because d(y, F+d (x))= d (Lemma 2.1(c)); and if y ∈ +(x)\W , then |	d+1(y, F+d (x))|r ,
because d(y, F+
d
(x))d + 1 (Lemma 2.1(a)). Therefore,
∑
y∈+(x)
|	d+1(y, F+d (x))| |W |r + r(|+(x)| − |W |)
r2(− 1)+ r|+(x)|. (9)
Since |+(x)|− r , from (8) and (9), it follows:
∑
y∈+(x)
|	d+1(y, F\F+d (x))|r(− 1)|+(x)| − r2(− 1)− r(|F | + (− 1)r)
r(− 1)(− r)− (2 − 1)r2 − r|F |. (10)
At this point let us distinguish two cases according to r = 1 or r = 2.
(a) Suppose r = 1; taking into account (10), inequality (7) yields: (|F | − 1)(− 1)2 − 2 − |F | + 1, or equivalently
(+ 1)|F |(− 1)2 − 2 + + 1. (11)
If |F |− 1 (item (i)), then (+ 1)(− 1)(− 1)2 − 2 + + 1. Therefore, we obtain: 0(− 1)2 − 2 − (+ 1)(−
2)= (− 2)(− − 1)− 2 + 1. When 2+ 1 we get 0(− 2)− 2 + 1(− 2)− (− )(− 1), which is clearly
false. When = 2, the inequality becomes in (− 2)2 − 10, which is only true if = 1, 2, 3, that is, = 2, 4, 6. But these
particular cases are also impossible because, by hypothesis, 2+ 1 if 36.
If |F |2− 2− 1 (item (ii)), then from (11) it follows that (+ 1)(2− 2− 1)(− 1)2 − 2 + + 1, or equivalently,
0(− − 1)(− − 3), which is only true if = 1 and = 4, but by hypothesis 5.
(b) Suppose r = 2, then |F |2 − 2 − 1 and 2 + 2. Notice that r = 2 − , hence point (a) of Lemma 2.3 allows
us to ﬁnd a vertex t∗ ∈ +(x) with F+
d−1(t∗) = {ft∗ } such that |	d(t∗, F )| = 0, which implies d(t∗, F − ft∗)d + 1, and
d(w, F )= d, for every w ∈ +(t∗). Now taking into account expression (7), we have
(|F | − r) |	d+2(x, F\F+d (x))|
 |	xd+1(t∗, F\F+d (x))| +
∑
y∈+(x)
|	d+1(y, F\F+d (x))|. (12)
Repeating the same reasoning as in Case I of Lemma 2.4 we obtain that |	d+1(t∗, F − ft∗)|(r − 1)( − 1). Moreover,
as d(t∗, F − ft∗)d + 1, then |	d+1(t∗, f )|1 for every f ∈ F − ft∗ , because of point (a) of Lemma 2.1. Hence, if
F+
d
(x)= {ft∗ , f }, then
|	d+1(t∗, F\F+d (x))| = |	d+1(t∗, F − ft∗)| − |	d+1(t∗, f )|
(r − 1)(− 1)− 1= − 2. (13)
Taking into account (13) and (10), inequality (12) yields: (+2)|F |(2−1)(−2)−42+4+2. Since 2−1 |F |+2, and
−22we obtain: (+2)|F |(−2)|F |+(−2)2−42+4+2(−2)|F |+4+2, that is, (−4−)|F |+4+20,
which clearly is impossible.
In any case, we conclude that there exists an x → v path in G− F for which d(v, F )d and |F+
d
(u)|<r . So, the proof is
over with u= v when either r = 1, or r = 2 and d(v, F )d + 1. When r = 2 and d(v, F )= d, |F+
d
(v)| = 1, the claimed vertex
u is obtained by applying the same result to vertex v. 
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As a direct consequence of the above lemmas it is not difﬁcult to state Theorem 2.1:
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Assume d(x, F )= d − 2. If d = 1, then 3, and Lemma 2.2 allows us to ﬁnd an x → w path
in G − F such that d(w, F )2. If d2, then Lemma 2.4 helps us to ﬁnd an x → w′ path in G − F such that d(w′, F )d
and either |F+
d
(w′)|1 (if |F |− 1), or |F+
d
(w′)|2 (if |F |2(− )− 1); going on we can apply Lemma 2.5 to ﬁnd in
G− F an w′ → w path such that d(w, F )d + 1. By iterating this reasoning, it follows that there exists in G− F an x → u
path such that d(u, F ) − 1. If d(u, F ), then we have ﬁnished. If d(u, F )=  − 1, then Lemma 2.4 allows us to ﬁnd
in G− F an u→ x′ path satisfying the conditionsof this theorem. 
Clearly, Theorem 2.1 also holds for the converse digraph of G if it does for G. Therefore, Theorem 2.1 can be rewritten in
terms of the set:
F− (x)= {f ∈ F : d(f, x)}.
3. Diameter constraints
Now, we want to improve the sufﬁcient conditions summarized in Proposition 1.1. Before stating our main theorem one more
lemma is needed.
Lemma 3.1. Let G = (V ,E) be a digraph with minimum degree  and -semigirth , 0 − 2. Let F ⊂ V , and let
x ∈ V \F be a vertex for which d(x, F )=  − 1. Then:
(a) If |F+
−1(x)| = 1, then, for any given f ∗ ∈ F , there exists an x → u path in G − F , such that d(u, F ) − 1 and
f ∗ /∈F+
−1(u).
(b) If |F+
−1(x)|2, (− 2)/2, and 5 |F |2(− )− 1, then, for any given subset {f ∗, f ′} ⊂ F , there exists an
x → u path in G− F such that d(u, F ) − 1 and F+
−1(u) ∩ {f ∗, f ′} = ∅.
Proof. (a) Set F+
−1(x) = {f ∗}, and assume that d(y, F ) =  − 1 for every y ∈ +(x). Consider the subset W = {y ∈
+(x): f ∗ ∈ F+
−1(y)}. From the deﬁnition of the -semigirths , it follows that 0 |W |. As |+(x)|− 1>  |W |,
there exists some u ∈ +(x)\W , for which clearly f ∗ /∈F+
−1(u).
(b) Suppose F+
−1(x) ∩ {f ∗, f ′} = ∅, and also d(y, F ) =  − 1, and F+−1(y) ∩ {f ∗, f ′} = ∅, for every y ∈ +(x).
Taking into account that, for everyy ∈ +(x), there exist at least a number of |F+
−1(y) ∩ {f ∗, f ′}| distinct paths of length 
from the vertex x to the set {f ∗, f ′}, we obtain∑y∈+(x)|F+−1(y) ∩ {f ∗, f ′}| |	(x, {f ∗, f ′})|. Then, we have
− 2 |+(x)|
∑
y∈+(x)
|F+
−1(y) ∩ {f ∗, f ′}| |	(x, {f ∗, f ′})|. (14)
Let us distinguish two cases according to the cardinality |F+
−1(x) ∩ {f ∗, f ′}|. Assume ﬁrst that, for instance, F+−1(x) ∩
{f ∗, f ′} = {f ∗}, that is, d(x, f ∗) =  − 1 and d(x, f ′). Then, by Lemma 2.1, we deduce that |	(x, f ∗)| and
|	(x, f ′)|1, that is, |	(x, {f ∗, f ′})| + 1. As a consequence, from expression (14) we obtain  − 2 + 1, in
contradiction with the hypothesis 5 and ( − 2)/2. Therefore, there exists a vertex y ∈ +(x) such that F+
−1(y) ∩
{f ∗, f ′} = ∅.
Finally, suppose that F+
−1(x)= {f ∗, f ′}. In this case, following Lemma 2.1, we can write |	(x, {f ∗, f ′})|2. Hence,
from expression (14) we have − 22, implying that = 2 and |F+
−1(y)∩ {f ∗, f ′}| = 1 for every y ∈ +(x). Notice that
if we assume |F+
−1(y)|3 for every y ∈ +(x), from Lemma 2.1(d) we obtain
3(− 2)
∑
y∈+(x)
|F+
−1(y)| |F | + 2(− 1)2− 3,
which is not possible. Therefore, we can choose a vertex y∗ ∈ +(x) such that |F+
−1(y∗)|2 and |F+−1(y∗)∩{f ∗, f ′}|= 1,
and so (proceeding as for the above case |F+
−1(x) ∩ {f ∗, f ′}| = 1), there must exist some vertex z ∈ +(y∗) such that
F+
−1(z) ∩ {f ∗, f ′} = ∅. 
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Theorem 3.1. Let G be a digraph with minimum degree 3, diameter D, -semigirths 2 and , 1/2, connectivity
 and superconnectivity 1. Then, the following statements hold:
(a) For either 7, or 6 and (− 1)/2: If D2 − 2, then = .
(b) For 5 and (− 2)/2: If D2 − 2, then 12(− ), and hence, G is superconnected.
Proof. (a) Take an arbitrary subset F ⊂ V such that |F | − 1 and whatever two different vertices x, y ∈ V \F . Let
us see ﬁrst that there exist some x → x′ and y′ → y paths in G − F , such that d(x′, F ) − 1, d(F, y′) − 1,
and F+
−1(x′) ∩ F−−1(y′) = ∅. Theorem 2.1 states that there exist some paths x → u and v → y in G − F , such that
d(u, F ) − 1, d(F, v) − 1, and |F+
−1(u)|1 and |F−−1(v)|1. If F+−1(u) = F−−1(v) = {f ∗}, (otherwise we
are done) then point (a) of Lemma 3.1 allows us to ﬁnd in G − F an u → x′such that d(x′, F ) − 1 and f ∗ /∈F+−1(x′).
Clearly v = y′ and F+
−1(x′) ∩ F−−1(y′) = ∅. Now, notice then that every x′ → y′ path through F has a length at least
d(x′, F )+ d(F, y′)+ 12( − 1)+ 1= 2 − 1. SinceD2 − 2, there must exist necessarily a path x′ → y′ inG− F ,
and so, a path x → x′ → y′ → y exists in G − F . As the vertices x, y ∈ V \F are arbitrary, we deduce that G − F is still
connected. Thus, every disconnecting set of vertices of G must have more than − 1 elements, that is to say, =  and hence,
G is maximally connected.
(b) The proof is similar to that of point (a). If now F ⊂ V is a nontrivial subset such that |F |2( − ) − 1, Lemma 3.1
and the condition on the diameter D2 − 2 allow us to deduce that G − F is still connected. As a consequence, every
nontrivial disconnecting set of vertices of G must have more than 2(− )− 1 elements, that is to say, 12(− ), and G is
superconnected since 2(− )> . 
Aswas said in Section 1, this theorem can be seen as an improvement of the results summarized in Proposition 1.1.An example
of the usefulness of Theorem 3.1 is given next. The generalized quadrangleQ5 (see [3]) is a (6, 8)-cage (that is, a 6-regular graph
with girth 8 and minimum order) with diameter D = 4 and -semigirth  = 3, for every  ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}. If x0, x1, ..., x7, x0
is a cycle inQ5 of length 8, we deﬁne the graph H by adding three new edges toQ5, namely {x0, x2}, {x0, x3}, {x1, x3}. It is no
difﬁcult to see that 0(H)= 1(H)= 1, (H)= 2 for  ∈ {2, 3, 4}, and that the diameter is D(H)= 4. Let G be the digraph
G = L2H . Taking into account the expressions (1) and (2) which describe the behaviour of the diameter and the -semigirths
 with respect to the line digraph technique, we have D(G) = 6, 0(G) = 1(G) = 3 and 2(G) = 4. Then, the condition
D(G)22(G) − 2 holds (notice that  = 2 = ( − 2)/2, since  = 6), and so, point (a) of Theorem 3.1 assures that G is
maximally connected. Observe that neither the condition D(G)20(G)− 1 nor D(G)21(G)− 2 is satisﬁed, and the ﬁrst
and second points of Proposition 1.1 cannot be used to deduce that G is maximally connected. Finally, since 5, point (b) of
Theorem 3.1 states that G is superconnected, with 1(G)8. Notice that this conclusion cannot be obtained neither from the
third nor the fourth point of Proposition 1.1, since none of the conditions D(G)20(G)− 2, D(G)21(G)− 3 holds.
This example has shown that, since line digraph iterations increase in the same amount the values of both the diameter and
, we can guarantee that the conditions on the diameter in Theorem 3.1 will hold for the k-iterated line digraph, k being any
integer greater than or equal to a certain k0. This fact is shown in the following corollary.
Corollary 3.1. Let G be a digraph with minimum degree 3, diameter D, and the -semigirths  and , 1/2. Let q
be an integer, with q=1 if =1, and q=0 otherwise. Let k max{q,D−2+2} be an integer, and let LkG be the k-iterated
line digraph of G. Then, the following statements hold:
(a) For either 7, or 6 and (− 1)/2: (LkG)= .
(b) For 5 and (− 2)/2: 1(LkG)2(− ) (hence, LkG is superconnected).
Proof. As the proof of both points is similar, we only show one of them, for instance, (b). For every integer k0, let D(LkG),
(LkG) and (LkG) be, respectively, the diameter, the semigirth  and the -semigirths  of the k-iterated line digraph of
G. Then, if kD − 2 + 2, we can write equivalently, D + k2( + k) − 2. Taking into account that D(LkG) = D + k
and (LkG)=  + k, we obtain: D(LkG)2(LkG)− 2. Then, point (b) of Theorem 3.1 allows us to deduce that LkG is
superconnected with 1(LkG)2(− ), whenever (LkG)2. Since (LkG)= + k, the condition (LkG)2 is veriﬁed
for every k0 if 2, and for every k1 if = 1, ending the proof. 
This paper ends by focusing our attention on the edge-connectivity and edge-superconnectivity; that is, the purpose now is to
present analogous results to Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1 in terms of edges. This is summarized in a single theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let G be a digraph with minimum degree 3, diameter D, the -semigirths , 1/2, edge-connectivity
 and edge-superconnectivity 1. Let k max{0,D − 2 + 1} be an integer, and let LkG be the k-iterated line digraph of G.
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Then, the following statements hold:
(a) For either 7, or 6 and (− 1)/2: If D2 − 1, then = ; moreover, (LkG)= .
(b) For 5 and (− 2)/2: IfD2 − 1, then 12(− ) (then, G is edge-superconnected); moreover, 1(LkG)
2(− ) (hence, LkG is edge-superconnected).
Proof. Let us give the proof of point (b), since the demonstration of (a) is similar. Since D =D(LG)− 1,  = (LG)− 1,
the hypothesisD2 − 1 yieldsD(LG)2(LG)− 2. Taking into account that (LG)2 (because (LG)= + 1, where
= (G)), Theorem 3.1 allows us to assure that LG is superconnected, with 1(LG)2(−). But 1(LG)= 1(G)= 1 (see
[13] for a proof of this result), and so, 12(−), and hence,G is edge-superconnected. Moreover, if kD−2+1, we can
write equivalently,D+ k2(+ k)− 1, that is,D(LkG)2(LkG)− 1. Then, 1(LkG)2(− ) and, as a consequence,
LkG is edge-superconnected. 
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